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Welcome

Sir Ian Potter, Founder
1902–1994

Established in
1993 with a remit
to encourage
the diversity and
excellence of
emerging Australian
artists, the Cultural
Trust has assisted
the professional
development of over
1,500 individuals
through grants
totalling more than
$7 million.

The Cultural Trust’s grants afford talented
artists the opportunity to travel overseas,
meeting with and learning from their peers,
participating in competitions, showcasing
their talent and undertaking research,
study and training.
The Cultural Trust funds nationally, from
visual to performing arts and music to
literature, spanning traditional art forms
through to experimental mediums.
In addition to professional development
grants for individual artists, the Trust runs
a program of major arts commissions
which have included sculpture, music
(composition) and currently, moving
image art.

FUNDING PRINCIPLES
– The Trust’s funding is governed by a
commitment to excellence. We support
individuals who are passionate about
their work and have the potential to
be outstanding in their field in an
international context.
– The Trust seeks to encourage diversity,
distinction and opportunity for emerging
artists in Australia.
WHO DO WE SUPPORT?
– The Trust assists emerging or
early-career artists.
– We support applicants who can
demonstrate both initiative and
exceptional talent together with an
ability to convert their ambitions
to reality.
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Trustees
Mr Charles B Goode AC (Chairman)
Mr Anthony Burgess
The Hon Alex Chernov AC, QC
The Hon Susan Crennan AC, QC
Mr Leon Davis AO
The Hon Sir Daryl Dawson AC, KBE, CB, QC
The Hon Sir James Gobbo AC, CVO, QC
Professor Thomas Healy AO
Professor Richard Larkins AO
Mr Allan Myers AC, QC
Lady Potter AC, CMRI
Professor Graeme Ryan AC
Professor Brian Schmidt AC
Professor Fiona Stanley AC

Front: Sir Daryl Dawson AC, KBE, CB, QC;
The Hon Susan Crennan AC, QC; Lady Potter AC, CMRI;
Prof Graeme Ryan AC; Prof Fiona Stanley AC;
The Hon Alex Chernov AC, QC
Rear: Prof Tom Healy AO; Mr Charles Goode AC (Chairman);
Prof Richard Larkins AO; Mr Allan Myers AC, QC;
Sir James Gobbo AC, CVO, QC
Not pictured: Mr Leon Davis AO; Mr Anthony Burgess;
Prof Brian Schmidt AC
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Staff

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Craig Connelly

Eleanor Connelly

PROGRAM MANAGER

FINANCE MANAGER

Louise Arkles

Sally Cliff

PROGRAM OFFICER

FINANCE OFFICER

Mairead Phillips

Cecilia Roesler

ADMINISTRATION MANAGER
Gail Lewry
ADMINISTRATION OFFICER
Sue Wilkinson
RECEPTION AND EXECUTIVE
ASSISTANT TO CEO
Faye Watson
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
Sara Hearn

The staff of The Ian Potter Cultural Trust.
Left to right: Sara Hearn, Mairead Phillips,
Faye Watson, Craig Connelly, Louise Arkles,
Sue Wilkinson, Eleanor Connelly. Not pictured:
Sally Cliff, Gail Lewry, Cecilia Roesler.
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Executive
Report

At the Cultural Trust, we recognise the importance
of affording emerging artists the opportunity to
see their artistic practice within an international
context. This year, 35 talented emerging artists
were supported by the Trust to pursue an
impressive array of projects around the globe.
CHARLES GOODE AC

CRAIG CONNELLY
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The travel experiences undertaken by
our grantees allow them to connect with
a global community of fellow artists
and experts, while exposing them to
best practice within their chosen field.
The knowledge and connections they
acquire often prove to be formative, and
influence the trajectory of their professional
and personal journeys in a myriad of ways.
One of the reasons these professional
development opportunities are so valuable
is because they introduce grantees to
a rich and varied range of perspectives
and cultures, enabling them to envisage
creative and professional possibilities they
otherwise may not have thought attainable.

Similarly, it is our aim to cultivate such
diversity, by supporting artists working
Australia-wide and across the vast
spectrum of existing art forms.
In our experience, a majority of past
applicants have been working in one
of only four practice areas, namely music,
visual arts, performing arts and dance, most
of which represent more traditional art
forms. Whilst the Trust has a proud tradition
of supporting the traditional arts, we also
believe it is vital to foster the development
of artists working outside of these traditional
areas, whether it be in crafts, metalwork,
literature, multimedia, or design.

Main: Camel, Arts House, Next Wave Festival
2016. Lighting design by Amelia Lever-Davidson.
Photo credit: Sarah Walker.

This year we fondly
remember and celebrate
the life of Professor
Richard Divall AO, OBE,
whose contribution to
the Trust as a music
reviewer over many years
was truly invaluable.

Right: Richard Divall AO, OBE.
Image credit: Vicki Jones Photography.
Image courtesy of Queen’s College,
University of Melbourne.

To this end, we have been exploring new
ways of reaching more artists, such as
promoting our grantmaking via Artshub
earlier this year, and developing a presence
on Instagram. It is our hope that these
measures result in a more diverse range of
applications, both geographic and artistic,
so that the Cultural Trust’s grantmaking
continues to reflect and encourage
diversity in the Australian arts landscape.
While we are exploring ways of increasing
the variety of applications we receive,
the Cultural Trust remains dedicated to
nurturing the best and brightest of Australian
emerging artists across all fields. In 2016–17
the Cultural Trust’s funding for individual
artists has been impacted by a period of
financial consolidation at the Trust, however,
our commitment to supporting outstanding
artists remains unchanged. Though we
awarded fewer grants in 2016–17, the calibre
of our 35 grantees reflect this commitment
to excellence that has come to define the
Trust’s grantmaking since its inception.
In 2012, we launched the Ian Potter Moving
Image Commission in partnership with
the Australian Centre for the Moving
Image (ACMI), for the commissioning

of new contemporary moving image
art by Australian artists. The first two
commissions produced two compelling
works, The Calling by Angelica Mesiti
and Daniel Crooks’ Phantom Ride, both
of which enjoyed critical and popular
success upon premiering at ACMI.
In December 2016, the two-person art
collective Soda_Jerk was awarded the
third commission, which will allow them
to develop an ambitious new work,
Terror Nullius. Soda_Jerk’s contemporary
video sampling practice is an example
of the innovation that we have come to
expect from the Australian moving image
art space, and we are very much looking
forward to the premiere of Terror Nullius
at ACMI in early 2018.
We thank Lady Potter for her enduring
commitment to the Cultural Trust, and
acknowledge the ongoing work of our
skilled reviewers, whose expertise informs
and guides our grant selections, as well
as the judging panel of our Moving Image
Commission. This year we fondly remember
and celebrate the life of Professor Richard
Divall AO OBE, whose contribution to the
Trust as a music reviewer over many years

was truly invaluable.A long-time supporter of
the Cultural Trust, Professor Divall was also a
valued mentor and friend to many musicians
and performing artists throughout Australia.
He will be greatly missed.
We also wish to acknowledge the
contribution of our Program Officer Cecilia
Gason, who left the Trust in January 2017.
We thank our Program Manager Louise Arkles
and Program Officer Mairead Phillips, as well
as our administration team of Gail Lewry and
Sue Wilkinson, for their professionalism and
hard work managing the Trust.
We look forward to following the progress
of our 35 latest grantees, who will no doubt
make the most of the various opportunities
afforded to them by the grants from
the Cultural Trust. We anticipate that
the learnings and experiences they
accumulate overseas will not only see
them flourish as artists in their own right,
but also make lasting and meaningful
contributions to the Australian arts sector.
CHARLES GOODE AC
CHAIRMAN
CRAIG CONNELLY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Facts and Figures 2016 –17
YEAR IN REVIEW
GRANTS OVERVIEW

APPLICATIONS
RECEIVED

NUMBER OF
GRANTEES

VALUE OF GRANTS
APPROVED

161

36*

$342,835*

*includes Ian Potter Moving Image Commission (IPMIC)

GRANTS BY ART FORM 2016–17

CONSERVATION &
CULTURAL HERITAGE
1 grant

*VISUAL ARTS
9 grants

DANCE
3 grants
DESIGN
3 grants
LITERATURE
1 grant
MULTIMEDIA
2 grants

PERFORMING ARTS
8 grants

*includes IPMIC

6

MUSIC
9 grants

Total Countries Visited 15

COUNTRIES VISITED IN 2016–17
IRELAND
1 grant
UK
7 grants

INDIA
1 grant
CHINA
1 grant

FRANCE
6 grants
THE NETHERLANDS
2 grants
POLAND
1 grant

LAOS
1 grant

USA
10 grants

GERMANY
5 grants
AUSTRIA
2 grants
ITALY
1 grant

WALES
2 grants
BELGIUM
1 grant
PORTUGAL
1 grant

SNAPSHOT OF PRACTICE AREAS (2015–2017)
WE ARE SEEKING TO INCREASE THE DIVERSITY OF APPLICATIONS WE RECEIVE
% OF APPLICATIONS SUCCESSFUL (2015–17)

TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATIONS (2015 – 2017)
CONSERVATION &
CULTURAL HERITAGE

COMMUNITY ARTS

CRAFT

DANCE

DESIGN

0%
17%

6

4

3

69

39%

47%

50%

LITERATURE

15

MULTIMEDIA

MUSIC

20

159

PERFORMING ARTS

VISUAL ARTS

109

116

21%

14

60%

35%

48%

47%
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Diversity
+ Reach

DISTRIBUTION OF APPLICANTS BY STATE (2015–2017)

10
33

38

21
149
237
9

At the Cultural
Trust, we believe that
supporting artists
working across a
broad range of art
forms Australiawide is integral to
enriching the cultural
conversation, which
is why one of our
focuses this year has
been on increasing
the diversity of
the applications
we receive.

8

Historically, a majority of past applicants
have been working in one of only four
practice areas, most of which represent
more traditional art forms. Over the
last three years, ninety percent of the
applications we have received have been
from artists working within dance, music,
performing arts and the visual arts.
Why is this the case? Cultural Trust Program
Manager Louise Arkles believes that word
of mouth is key: ‘For example, we get
quite a lot of applications from dance
and theatre makers because the people
who work in those fields spread the word
amongst their networks.’
The Trust has a proud reputation of
supporting the traditional arts, however,
we believe it is important to support artists
working outside of these traditional areas,
whether it be in crafts, metalwork, literature,
multimedia, or design, just to name a few.
In 2016–17, we have been exploring new
ways of attracting a more diverse range
of artists. This year we have promoted
the Cultural Trust through ArtsHub,
included our funding round information
in various arts directories and begun

developing a presence on Instagram to
broaden our social media reach to artistic
communities. Currently, applicants from
underrepresented practice areas, such as
multimedia, design, and conservation and
cultural heritage, have a strong chance of
being successful (see Snapshot of Practice
Areas graph on previous page), so there is
good reason for artists working within such
fields to apply. Ultimately, the Cultural Trust
is hoping to see its grantees representing
a more balanced range of practice areas.
We have also turned our attention to
attracting applicants from all corners
of Australia. Earlier this year, the Cultural
Trust team travelled to Brisbane and met
with Queensland-based arts organisations,
encouraging them to spread the
word about the Cultural Trust through
their networks.
We hope that our continuing efforts lead to
a more diverse range of applications, both
geographic and artistic, so that the Cultural
Trust can continue to reflect the wide and
wonderful spectrum of the Arts in Australia.

Arts
Commission
Program
MOVING IMAGE COMMISSION

Soda_Jerk,
winners of IPMIC3

‘After two successful previous commissions, I am confident
the audience will find this ambitious new work by Soda_
Jerk both exciting and intriguing. No doubt, Soda_Jerk’s
Terror Nullius will draw a young audience with their
contemporary approach and use of digital media.’
— LADY POTTER
Following the first two critically acclaimed
exhibitions resulting from the Ian Potter
Moving Image Commission (IPMIC), the
third $100,000 commission in the ten-year
program for new works by mid-career
Australian artists was awarded to the two
very talented Australian artists who form
the video sampling collective Soda_Jerk.
Soda_Jerk was awarded the prize in
December 2016, selected from a field
of impressive candidates vying for the
prestigious visual art prize, which is a
collaborative initiative of The Ian Potter
Cultural Trust and the Australian Centre
for the Moving Image (ACMI).
The commission will make possible
a new work, Terror Nullius, which will
have its world premiere at ACMI in 2018.
Equal parts Australian Gothic, eco-horror,
and road movie, Terror Nullius is to be a
rogue remapping of national mythology.
By intricately weaving together fragments
of Australia’s cultural history and film
legacy, Terror Nullius will point towards
the unstable entanglement of fiction that
underpins this country’s vexed sense of self.

Terror Nullius follows on from the
success of the two previous commissions,
The Calling by Angelica Mesiti (2014) and
Daniel Crooks’ Phantom Ride (2016), both
of which enjoyed critical and popular
success upon premiering at ACMI.
In announcing Soda_Jerk as the
winning recipient, the judges praised the
innovation of their work, which helped
their submission stand out amongst fierce
competition. IPMIC Judge and ACMI
Director and CEO, Katrina Sedgwick,
commented,‘These talented women are a
fine example of the wonderfully inventive,
collaborative and engaging work that is
possible with the moving image, and at
ACMI – Australia’s only museum dedicated
to the moving image – we are beside
ourselves with excitement to once again
invite audiences to view work by Soda_
Jerk after their 4-channel video installation
Astro Black featured in our 2012 exhibition
Star Voyager. This time they will have a
dedicated solo exhibition and we can’t
wait until 2018 when we get to see what
they install in our gallery.’

Formed in Sydney in 2002, Soda_Jerk
is a two-person art collective whose
archival practice spans video installations,
cut-up texts, screensavers and lecture
performances. Currently based in New
York, they have collaborated with artists
including Sam Smith, VNS Matrix, and
most recently, The Avalanches, and form
part of the collective that runs Brooklyn
microcinema Spectacle Theatre.
Soda_Jerk expressed their excitement
upon learning they were the winning
recipients. ‘It’s a staggering honour to
be selected for the Ian Potter Moving
Image Commission, our collective head
is spinning. But we are also ready to
get to work. To be braver, graver, more
ambitious, technically dexterous and
politically urgent with this project. It is
this commission’s incredibly generous gift
of time and resources, as well as ACMI’s
expertise that will make this possible.
We are epically thankful.’
Soda_Jerk’s development of Terror Nullius
is well under way, with the work set to
premiere at ACMI in late March 2018.
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Spotlight on...

CONSERVATION & MOVEABLE
CULTURAL HERITAGE

MARGOT MURRAY, VIC
$7000
Postgraduate Diploma in Conservation
of Ceramics and Related Objects, at
West Dean College, Chichester, England
26 September 2017 – 10 July 2017

Conservator Margot Murray with 18th century Chinese
porcelain dish. Image courtesy of West Dean College,
Russell-Cotes Art Gallery & Museum.
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In 2016–17, the Cultural Trust
supported 35 artists who travelled to
15 different countries to pursue some
incredible opportunities for artistic
and professional development.
Here are just a few of their stories…

Since graduating from the University of
Melbourne in 2015, Margot has continued
to cultivate her conservation skills through
a range of volunteer and paid positions,
working on conservation projects in
Melbourne, Dubai and Sydney. Margot is
also a skilled illustrator, having worked in
this capacity on collections for Australian
museums, as well as on archaeological
excavations in Jordan and the United Arab
Emirates. When she isn’t traveling the globe,
you can find Margot working on projects
with local antique dealers in Melbourne, and
experimenting on found ceramic materials.
Margot was one of a handful of students
to be offered a place at the West Dean
College, to undertake their Postgraduate
Diploma in Conservation of Ceramics and
Related Materials. West Dean College has
an excellent international reputation for
producing technically skilled, industry
ready conservators, and provides students
with the opportunity to complete work
placement at major London institutions,
and to analyse, assess and treat ceramic
and glass objects from both the private
and public sectors.

Earlier this year Margot completed an eightweek internship at the British Museum,
where she worked in the Ceramics, Glass
and Metals Conservation Studio, assisting
with both practical object treatments and
preventative conservation. Margot had
the chance to work with passionate
professionals who were generous with their
time and knowledge, on a range of ceramic
objects, from ancient Greek and Roman
ceramics to Cypriot goddess figurines,
cuneiform tablets, Japanese stoneware
and Chinese porcelain.
Margot plans to return to the UK for a
further two years, where she hopes to
work in private and public conservation,
making the most of the diverse
conservation industry in Europe, before
returning to Australia. This hands-on,
practical experience will be instrumental
as she seeks to establish herself as an
expert ceramics conservator, and will
provide her with a rich and varied
skillset with which she will be able
to make a meaningful contribution
to the Australian conservation sector.

DANCE

BIANCA SCUDAMORE, QLD
$5335
To undertake classical ballet training in
First Division at The Paris Opera Ballet
School, Nanterre, France
5 January 2017 – 7 July 2017

Dancer Bianca Scudamore at rehearsals.
Image credit: Chris Dève.

At the age of 17, Bianca has already been
the recipient of numerous scholarships
and bursaries, performed widely across
Australia, and danced competitively
worldwide. Continuing in the same vein,
Bianca is now the first Australian dancer
in over 20 years to be accepted into the
pre-eminent Paris Opera Ballet School.
A Cultural Trust grant supported Bianca
as she completed her second and third
trimester at the Paris Opera Ballet School.
The faculty’s professionalism, creativity
and talent combine to provide an exciting
and diversified program that fosters artistic
growth and offers a strong introduction
to the professional world of dance.
Notably, Bianca was chosen to perform
two lead roles in school performances
at Palais Garnier. She was one of five
dancers to perform William Forsythe’s
The Vertiginous Thrill of Exactitude, and
had the chance to work with the current
Director of Dresden SemperOper Ballett,
Aaron Watkin, an experience Bianca
described as ‘invaluable’. She was
also chosen to perform the titular

role in Rudolph Nureyev’s Raymonda.
Bianca was instructed directly by
Elizabeth Platel, who was taught the role
of Raymonda by Nureyev himself when
she was an Étoile for the Paris Opera Ballet,
and was able to pass this unparalleled
knowledge and experience onto Bianca.
Other highlights included being one
of five students chosen to represent the
Paris Opera Ballet School at the Assembly
International 2017, an international
dance festival held at The National Ballet
School of Canada in Toronto; as well as
attending the Gala des Écoles, which
brought together students, directors and
teachers from six different renowned
ballet institutions. Her time at the Paris
Opera Ballet School culminated in two
remarkable achievements: being offered a
permanent contract with the company, and
receiving first place in the internal concour.
Bianca’s contract with the Paris Opera
Ballet commenced in August 2017.
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DESIGN

MAX THOMAS SANDERSON, TAS
$7000
Design Postgraduate Program
(Major in Fashion) at the Institut
Français de la Mode, Paris, France
7 September 2016 – 31 July 2017

As an aspiring fashion designer,
Max Thomas Sanderson is committed to the
creation of unique and refined menswear
of superior quality. A graduate of RMIT’s
Bachelor of Fashion course, he received the
highest mark of his 2014 graduating class,
and was awarded the Emily McPherson
Prize for his final project. His previous
professional experience includes working
as a tailor at Con Ilio Made to Measure
Tailoring, as well as interning with various
independent Australian designers, including
Scanlan & Theodore and LifewithBird.

Page Title

Text

For Max, fashion today is fundamentally
a global industry, which is why attending
the prestigious Institut Français de la Mode,
Paris, represented the logical next step in his
promising career. Such is the calibre of his
work that he has also received a scholarship
from the university towards his studies.
The Institut Français de la Mode is directly
linked with a large range of international
fashion houses, providing students with an
unrivaled exposure to the inner workings
of the industry. Some of the many highlights
included visiting a factory to oversee the
making of Chanel jackets, as well as working
with an historical French haute couture
house on a collaborative project, attending
lectures by the likes of Pierre Berge (cofounder at Yves Saint Laurent and IFM) and
being taught by staff who had worked with
leading European designers.
As the final part of his studies, Max
is currently undertaking a six-month
internship with Hermès within
the menswear design department.
Hermès was Max’s first preference of house
for undertaking this placement, and their
focus on craft and luxury is entirely in line
with his practice. This exciting opportunity
will no doubt enable Max to hone his craft,
and provide him with further exposure to
the renowned expertise and rich history
of the French fashion industry.

Max Thomas Sanderson designs at Institut Francais de la Mode. Image credit: Charlotte Deregnieaux.
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www.maxthomassanderson.com

Translator Elizabeth Bryer.
Image credit: Percy Caceres.

LITERATURE

ELIZABETH BRYER, VIC
$3000
To undertake the Bread Loaf Translators’
Conference (including the Prose
Translation Workshop) at Middlebury
College, Ripton, Vermont, USA
2 June 2017 – 8 June 2017

Elizabeth Bryer’s artistic practice is
woven with two mutually sustaining
threads: literary translation and creative
writing. Elizabeth’s passion for Spanish—
English translation has seen her publish
translations for a number of works by the
Peruvian writer Claudia Salazar Jiménez,
while her essays and short fiction have
also been widely featured in publications
including The Lifted Brow, Meanjin, Kill Your
Darlings and Sydney Review of Books.
A Cultural Trust grant assisted Elizabeth
in attending the Middlebury Bread Loaf
Translators’ Conference, which includes a
small, focused Prose Translation workshop
intended for literary translators working
on a translation-in-progress, coupled with
lectures and classes focusing on the art of
literary translation. In 2017, the Translation
Manuscript Workshop was taught by her
all-time favourite translator, Esther Allen,
who also happens to specialise in
Elizabeth’s specific language combination.
Elizabeth originally intended to use this
workshop as an opportunity to workshop
her translation of Claudia Salazar Jiménez’s
Americas Prize-winning La sangre de
la aurora (Blood of the Dawn), however

her translation was published sooner
than expected, which allowed Elizabeth
to workshop her draft translation of
Aleksandra Lun’s The Palimpsests instead.
Not only did the workshop afford her the
chance to receive direct and concrete
feedback on a manuscript of her choosing,
from a world-class literary translator
and competitively selected peers, it also
introduced Elizabeth to a like-minded
community of translators, and exposed
her work to international publisher
scouts and editors.
The workshop in particular affirmed
Elizabeth’s excitement about her
translation of Aleksandra Lun’s
The Palimpsests, an enthusiasm that was,
encouragingly, very much confirmed by the
reactions of her peers and her workshop
leader to her translation in progress, as
well as the high level of interest it received
from the editors present. Elizabeth has
since been awarded an America PEN/
Heim Translation Fund grant to complete
her translation of The Palimpsests.

www.elizabethkbryer.com
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Film-maker Roland Ellis on shoot.
Image credit: David Gibson.

MEDIA

ROLAND ELLIS, NSW
$7000
Professional mentorship in filmmaking
and big data research
10 May 2017 – 10 September 2017

Not only is Roland Ellis an emerging
filmmaker; he is also a writer, songwriter
and musician. Though he works across
multiple disciplines, Roland’s work is
unified by an overarching interest in
issues such as transparency and big data,
as well as underground cultures within
mainstream society. Roland has produced
numerous short films and documentaries
in recent years, and has also worked as
a contributor to Rolling Stone magazine
since 2013.
A Cultural Trust grant supported Roland as
he travelled to New York City to complete
the short film component of his doctoral
thesis, titled Break Down. Roland wrote
and directed the film, and was mentored
throughout all stages of the production
process by Australian writer and director
Ned McNeilage.
Ned’s experience working in both the
American film and advertising industries
uniquely positioned him to provide
Roland with professional insight into
the filmmaking craft, as well as big data
and the American psyche. He was of

14

particular assistance in guiding Roland
to further streamline the script and
shot-list scenes effectively, as well as
manage the expectations of cast and
crew. Brooklyn-based tech incubator 1776
was also integral in connecting Roland
with tech entrepreneurs in the lead-up
to production, whose expertise allowed
Roland to deepen his understanding of
the behavioural technologies behind the
premise of the film.
Not only has this opportunity greatly
assisted Roland in the completion of the
critical component of his doctoral thesis,
it has also provided him with invaluable
experience of, and exposure to, the
standards and processes of the US film
industry. Once completed, the film will
be submitted to international festivals,
and may well provide Roland with a
pathway to establishing himself as an
international filmmaker, and realising his
dream of telling stories of significance to
a global audience.

www.convicts.nyc/profiles/roland-ellis

MUSIC

SHANUL SHARMA, VIC
$7000
Masters in Advanced Vocal Studies at the
Wales International Academy of Voice,
Cardiff, Wales
3 October 2016 – 10 August 2017

A one-time heavy metal singer, Shanul
Sharma has traded in his black t-shirts
for black tie to pursue his dream of
becoming an operatic tenor. Despite being
relatively new to opera, having performed
professionally for the first time in 2014
in Opera Australia’s Victorian School
Tour, Shanul has already made his mark
on the Melbourne opera scene, and has
since been a featured soloist at high
profile opera concerts in Melbourne
and throughout Victoria.
Now at a point in his career where he
is seeking to audition for main stage
productions, Shanul requires bespoke
tuition to master the techniques required
to succeed at an international level.
A Masters in Advanced Vocal Studies
at the Wales International Academy of
Voice in Cardiff, under the mentorship of
internationally renowned tenor and vocal
coach Dennis O’Neill CBE, represented
such an opportunity. Shanul was one
of only fourteen singers worldwide to
be accepted into the program, which
has a history of producing exceptional
opera singers for the world stage.

The course gave Shanul the chance to
work with leading conductors, vocal
coaches, singers and musicians from
around the world. The mentorship in
particular proved invaluable, with Shanul
reporting that ‘my lessons with maestro
Dennis O’Neill have set me on a path to
discovering my inner and outer voice.’
The academy also provided Shanul with
opportunities to perform at concerts
in London, Swansea and around Wales,
and to give his first ever art song recital.
Shanul’s time at the academy culminated
in an extraordinary achievement, as he
won the prestigious Rossini International
Award for 2017, coming first in both the
vocal and instrumental sections.

Tenor Shanul Sharma during performance.
Image courtesy of Opera in the Market.

Shanul embraced the opportunity to
immerse himself in the world of opera,
and applied himself to learning new ways
of interpreting text and music. His time
in Cardiff also enabled him to make
valuable connections with some of the
most influential coaches and agents from
Europe and around the world, connections
that will no doubt assist Shanul in reaching
the next stage of his operatic career.
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Page Title

PERFORMING ARTS

DANIEL SCHLUSSER, VIC
$4000
An internship under Barrie Kosky at
the Komische Oper, Berlin, Germany
29 January 2017 – 5 April 2017

Der Jahrmarkt von Sorotchinzi
at the Komische Oper, directed by
Barrie Kosky, designed by Katrin Lea Tag.
Image credit: Monika Rittershaus.

An established theatre director, Daniel is
Text
interested in exploring themes of power,
reality and ritual using a unique, genuinely
collaborative rehearsal methodology.
His work has been recognised by
numerous awards, both as an independent
artist and as Artistic Director of Daniel
Schlusser Ensemble, and his productions
have been presented by mainstage and
independent companies, and featured at
festivals both in Australia and overseas.
In recent years, Daniel has become more
interested in opera, and an internship
under renowned director Barrie Kosky
represented a rare opportunity to identify
how his existing theatre skill-set could
transfer to the requirements of large-scale
opera production. The internship saw
Daniel working on a major new production
of the rarely performed opera, Mussorgsky’s
The Fair at Sorochintsy, at the Komische
Oper in Berlin.
The experience exceeded Daniel’s
expectations. Professionally, he was
able to intimately observe the work of a
major director leading an internationally
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acclaimed company from the first day of
rehearsals until the premiere performance.
From Kosky he learnt strategies for
maximising the effectiveness of a large
team, as well as integrating diverse
elements and creating space for personal
vision within the restrictions of an operatic
score. Daniel also took full advantage of
his surrounds, capitalising on the wealth
of opera available in Berlin and immersing
himself in the city’s rich art history and
contemporary arts scene.
Armed with a newfound knowledge of
experimental opera, an expanded repertoire
of composers and a deeper understanding
of different forms, Daniel aims to pitch
work to Australian opera companies with a
more precise focus. The prestige of having
worked with such a renowned director at
an internationally acclaimed company
will also aid in creating professional
opportunities for Daniel, as he works
towards directing large-scale operas in
an Australian context, as well as pursuing
opportunities to create new chamber
works in both Australia and Europe.

www.danielschlusser.com

VISUAL ARTS

LUCY TURNBULL, SA
$7000
Completing second semester of a Masters
in Fine Art at the New York Studio School
of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture,
New York, USA
January 2017 – May 2017

Lucy Turnbull and drawings.
Image credit: Calum Robertson.

Since completing a Bachelor of Visual Arts
(Honours) at the Adelaide Central School
of Art, Lucy has focused on finding a
balance between a good studio work ethic,
exhibiting regularly, and working in the arts
industry. She has also enjoyed renewed
involvement with the Adelaide Central
School of Arts, as Artist in Residence and
Drawing Lecturer.
As a visual artist, drawing and painting
have always been at the core of Lucy’s
practice. In September 2015, Lucy
participated in the New York Studio School
Fall Drawing Marathon with Graham
Nickson. The experience gave her the
courage and determination to apply for a
Masters of Fine Art at the New York Studio
School of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture
(NYSS), in which she was successful.
A Cultural Trust grant supported Lucy
in completing her second semester of
the program.
The NYSS Master of Fine Art program is
a unique two-year course. Each semester
begins with a fortnight-long intensive
Drawing Marathon, and the atelier style

school is based in daily studio practice, a
weekly critical seminar class and elective
subjects in drawing, painting and sculpture.
As an emerging artist deeply interested in
painting, Lucy reports that “this training
in colour relationships, spatial perception
and the language of art is essential to my
artistic development”. The experience
also enabled Lucy to place her work in the
context of the wider art community, and
to exchange ideas and techniques with
a diverse group of artists.
The city itself was another highlight, and
provided endless opportunities for Lucy
to immerse herself in culture and glean
inspiration: ‘There is an intensity and level
of passion which is unique to New York, I
am surrounded by creative and interesting
people on a daily basis. The city and tough
lifestyle has required me to focus and drive
myself to work hard… I am more excited
about painting than ever before and know
this education is preparing me to sustain a
professional artistic practice and career.’
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Grantees
2016–17

Roland Ellis, Spiritual Machines, 2016

Congratulations to all recipients of
grants from The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust this year.
Further details about their projects
and destinations can be found in the
grants database on our website.
ianpotterculturaltrust.org.au
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Literature

Conservation &
Cultural Heritage
Margot Murray

Elizabeth Bryer
$7,000

Dance
Sheridan Gerrard

$7,000

Luigi Vescio

$7,000

Bianca Scudamore

$5,335

Design
Gretal Ferguson

$7,000

Robert Milne

$7,000

Max Thomas Sanderson

$7,000

Performing Arts
$3,000

Multimedia
Michael Filocamo

$7,000

Roland Ellis

$7,000

Music
Bronte Zemlic

$10,000

Morgan Balfour

$7,000

Shanie Klas

$7,000

Timothy Murray

$7,000

Shanul Sharma

$7,000

Andrea White

$7,000

Georgia Wilkinson

$7,000

James Yan

$7,000

Rosaline Yuen

$7,000

Ruby Donohoe

$7,000

James Hogan

$7,000

Amelia Lever-Davidson

$7,000

Natasha Phillips

$7,000

Mitchell Riley

$7,000

Katherine Shaw

$7,000

Scott Sheridan

$7,000

Daniel Schlusser

$4,000

Visual Arts
Omar Chowdhury

$7,000

Joel Mu

$7,000

Georgia Saxelby

$7,000

Oliver Stokes Hughes

$7,000

Lucy Turnbull

$7,000

Roger Nelson

$6,000

Elena Betros

$5,500

Emily Hunt

$4,000

Performers CJ Louverture, Ruby Donohoe
(grantee), Andrea Ang and Cailtin Lavery.
Image credit: Dexter Ciprian.
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Der Jahrmarkt von Sorotchinzi at the
Komische Oper, directed by Barrie Kosky,
designed by Katrin Lea Tag. Image credit:
Monika Rittershaus.
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Gretal Ferguson, Fat Metal, 2017
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THE IAN POTTER
CULTURAL TRUST
Level 3, 111 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia
03 9650 3188
culturaltrust@ianpotter.org.au
ABN 65 807 851 867

ianpotterculturaltrust.org.au

